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Behind the screen

Exploring the (dis)connections between
transparency, traceability and sustainability

In this workshop, our aim was to discover if and how traceability contributes to transparency and
sustainability, and if and how the potential contribution of traceability to transparency and
sustainability can be strengthened?
In his introduction, Martin Skrydstrup from Wageningen University highlighted that there are
different traceability design and systems which can re ect the ow of both the tangible and the
intangible (product and information). There are also different models of traceability, such as
identity preserves, segregated, mass-balance and book-and-claim. However, the overall research
questions remain the same: What is traceability and what is it for? What visions of sustainability/
transparency do these system represent, and are they the same for everyone or more diverse than
those set on western based standards?
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These questions were addressed by two practitioners (from UTZ
Certi ed and Paci cal) who presentated their view on traceability
and how they organize this in their speci c organization. This was
followed by an interactive session in which participants could
experience the use of a traceability platform.
For UTZ, traceability is about ef cacy and credibility . Sales, purchases, product conversions etc.
need to be registered – otherwise no certi cation or renewal of certi cation is conducted. The UTZ
traceability system is an online system granting different levels of information access to different users.
The system is called Good Inside Portal . Through this system, the production of UTZ certi ed cocoa,
coffee, tea and hazelnut can be tracked (e.g. to follow the certi ed product, monitor volumes and
premiums). The system is user friendly, all users have a pro le with inbox, outbox, etc. folders. Certi cates
to producers are given by certi cation bodies, while licenses are given by our tracking team who have
access to the system. Traceability number is given per batch sold, also allowing to link up to ndings of
an audit . UTZ uses different models, for example ID and segregated for coffee, mass balance for cocoa.
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Paci cal is a joint venture that oversees the market side of MSC certi ed tuna sheries. We cover PNA countries
with the aim to develop sustainable sheries, which also means having an economic spin-off to the whole issue, bringing and
keeping processing jobs in the region. Chain of custody is very important to communicate sustainability.
Traceability starts right during the trip, as not the whole catch will be MSC certi ed since there is not enough market for that
yet. There are different users of the system; operators, Paci cal members, sellers as partners. The system has been
developed in 2000, based on tracing for logistics reasons. When sustainability came in, the system was extended.
In the link between traceability, sustainability and transparancy it is very important to have a contract for sale, as the
traceability number is linked to certi cation. This is crucial for the nal step when the sh goes to retailers.
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In the plenary discussion, impressions and insights from the
interactive session were shared, and re ected on
Just because we can trace it and know
where it comes from, it does not mean it is
sustainable. Traceability is needed to
guarantee on sustainability, however, it is a
bit scary because it involves transparency,
data sharing and competitiveness.
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Any claim on sustainability without traceability is useless, we believe it is the only way to
connect this two. However, there is a power shift towards the end of the supply chain.
Thus, reinforcement of already existing power structures is an issue.

This workshop was organized by Esther Turnhout and Martin Skrydstrup,
in close collaboration with Margreet Brinxma and Henk Gilhuis.
Thanks to Anyur Mammadova for sharing her notes.

The research program is coordinated by Katrien Termeer, and brings together
researchers from three chair groups of Wageningen University.
It is a NWO funded program, and involves eleven international consortium partners.

